Prepare students for their financial future

Rosen’s Financial Literacy

From personal finance and entrepreneurship to market economics and globalization, Rosen Digital’s Financial Literacy database makes economics and money management easy to understand and highly engaging. Created expressly for students in grades 7-12, database articles explore macro-, micro-, and global economics as well as personal and household finance.

Features include:

– Curriculum-correlated content supports state and national standards for economics and personal finance, including Jump$tart Coalition for Personal Financial Literacy
– Interactive calculators and financial tools give hands-on experience with money management
– Instant translation offers articles in over 50 languages
– Text-to-speech supports struggling readers and ELLs
– Dynamic videos bring economics to life
– Quizzes and polls invite users to test their knowledge and share their opinion
– Social bookmarking lets users share articles with friends and family
– Lesson plans provide roadmaps for an introduction to Financial Literacy

Financial Literacy is iPad®, iPhone®, iPod touch® and netbook compatible.

Get Rosen’s Financial Literacy database today or sign up for a free trial.

Visit titlewave.com/digital or call our Digital Specialists at 888.511.5114, ext. 1164.
Find Rosen’s Financial Literacy on titlewave.com/digital

Single School Pricing
(# of Students)   FLR#   Pricing
1-500 students   #0757JG3   $395
500-1,000 students   #0757LG8   $595
1,001-3,000 students   #0757NG2   $795
3,001 or more students   #0757QG4   $995

Multi-School or District Pricing:
Please call for multi-school or district pricing. Additional discounts available for multi-year subscriptions.

“This is a landmark resource for students to educate them and help them apply these concepts. Highly recommended.”

– Library Media Connection

Sign up for the Financial Literacy 30-day trial – visit titlewave.com/digital